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Gives You 9 Tips to Better Shoot in
B & W. W i t h a V i d e o A l s o .
tinyurl.com/ybgqt8b6.
Secrets of the Systems
Preference Window. Looks like a
very useful article from TidBITS.
But you’ll have to spend some time
to make it useful. tinyurl.com/
y7oc9l7r
P l a y Yo u T u b e V i d e o s i n
Background on iPhone & iPad.
Fascinating use of Request
Desktop Site feature of Safari.
tinyurl.com/y7dxjwqa.
What To Do When Ransomware
Strikes Your Mac. It’s unusual, but
better to be prepared so save this
article somewhere safe.
tinyurl.com/y83p9wnb.
SEPTEMBER LOCATION We will
meet at Ludington Library in
Bryn Mawr. It’s at the corner of
Lancaster and Bryn Mawr
Avenues, near the Bryn Mawr
train station.
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SPLIT VIEW & APPLE PAY CASH FOCUS

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR ONLINE PRIVACY
AND YOUR DIGITAL LEGACY
Our presenter at this Saturday’s meeting will be Joe Kissell whose two important topics will be
Take Control of Your Online Privacy and Your Digital Legacy.
First, Joe will address the essential topic of online privacy. Although absolute privacy is
neither possible nor desirable, you should be able to control what personal information is
available, to whom, and under what circumstances. In this portion of the presentation, Joe
explores the many challenges of online privacy and teaches you simple, concrete steps you
can take to keep your personal (or business) information private while you are online.
Next, Joe moves on to discuss your digital legacy. You probably have a will, which states
your wishes for what will happen to your money and physical possessions after you die. But
what about your digital possessions - all your online accounts, email, photos, documents,
social media posts, and so on? You need to take steps to make sure it is organized, stored,
and preserved in just the right way. Joe will cover the basics of digital estate planning. He will
explain why you need a digital will, a digital executor, and a solid strategy for making sure your
data outlives you.
Joe will also tell you all about Take Control Books, the business he runs, which publishes
many fine books on topics of interest to Apple customers.
Joe is the author of more than 60 technology books. In May 2017, he also became the
publisher of Take Control Books, acquiring the Take Control series from TidBITS Publishing
Inc.'s owners, Adam and Tonya Engst. Before he began writing full-time in 2003, Joe spent
nearly eight years managing software development.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you are
a member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is humor
or not Apple-related (oﬀ-topic),
please include "Humor" or "OT" in
the subject line. The Groups.io
Terms of Service are at groups.io/
static/tos. Look for the section on
"Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or good
email etiquette may result in
removal from the list.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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that apps which come with the iMac not be uninstalled. Whether
that’s true or not, I stopped trying to uninstall.

Bookmarks

So I went back to Googling the problem. After God knows how
many hours I came across a suggestion to delete
c o m . A p p l e . p r i n t . c u s t o m p r e s e t s . f o r
printer.Canon_MG2400_series.plist. I deleted it, rebooted, and
low and behold, the problem was solved! I have no idea why this
worked and googling the plist file did not provide any useful
information (at least to me).

By Mark Bazrod

Some Troubleshooting
Experience

What lessons do I draw from this experience?

When I was trying to print a Pages document, the text on the
page would print in top left hand side that was perhaps 1/8 of the
paper sheet. If I made a PDF of the document or copied the text
to TextEdit, the printed sheet was normal.

First, when you have a problem, you might as well deal with it
sooner rather than later. You are going to have to deal with it
some time and the sooner you do the less time you’ll have to
experience being eﬀected by it.

I am running Mac X10.12, Sierra, and Pages 7.1. I’ve used the
Canon MG2420 printer for more than a year.

Second, some problems take an inordinate amount of time to
solve so when that happens, it’s better to accept the situation
without getting unduly upset.

I don’t a lot of printing so for several months I just exported
Pages document to PDF. Rebooting the iMac made no
diﬀerence. I finally decided I should do something, so I did many
Google queries, “Mac Pages printing too small”, Apple Pages
printing too small”, “Mac Pages printing page”, “Mac Pages
erroneous print format”, and others

Third, it feels great when you finally solve the problem.
So, promptly attack your problems; you will eventually solve
them and put them behind you.

I read many useless answers, but I found several which appeared
promising, particularly those recommending deleting Pages
P re f e re n c e fi l e s , c o m . A p p l e . p r i n t . P r i n t e r P ro x y. p l i s t ,
com.Apple.print.PrintingPref.plist, com.Apple.print.
Favorites.plist, and com.Apple.print.PrintCenter.plist.

I’ve highlighted in red in the Table of Contents several articles
which I think may be of particular interest to you - the new APFS
file system and Apple Pay Cash. I hope this helps those of you
who are time constrained,

After I deleted a plist file, I rebooted the iMac and the original
plist files were generated by the operating system. None of the
changes solved the problem.
My next solution was to uninstall the Pages app and reinstall it.
However, I was unable to do the uninstall and I had a recollection
5
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on April
26, 2017. tinyurl.com/y73ywt5u. .© About, Inc. He is a consultant
and writer providing Macintosh training, advice, and support. He
has written hundreds of articles, tutorials, and product reviews.
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Guide to Setting Up an Ergonomic Desktop
Computer Station

Setting Up Your New Mac

Discover a Few Tricks for Setting Up Your Mac

Although often overlooked in the rush to get a new Mac up and
running, the proper ergonomic setup can mean the diﬀerence
between long-term enjoyment and long-term pain.
Before setting up your desktop Mac, check out this guide of do's
and don'ts. You may be surprised at how many don'ts are
present in your current setup.

By Tom Nelson
Opening the box your new Mac came in can be an exhilarating
experience, especially if it's your first Mac. The real fun comes
after you power the Mac on for the first time. Although you'll
want to dive right in and start using your new Mac, it's worth
taking a few minutes to configure it to meet your needs.

How to Ergonomically Set Up Your Laptop
If your new Mac is one of Apple's line of portable Macs, such as
the MacBook Pro or MacBook Air, then you have some additional
options for setting up a comfy work environment. Even though
it's a portable, consider setting up a semi-permanent location for
using it at home. This will let you enjoy the benefits of a wellplanned workspace, while still letting you head out to the deck
on those nice, warm evenings.
When you find yourself on the run with your portable Mac, the
tips in this article can help you maximize its ergonomics. Your
eyes, wrists, and back will thank you.
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Configure Your Mac's System Preferences

When you first start up your brand-new Mac, it will walk you
through the process of creating an administrator account. While
many individuals are satisfied with a single administrator
account, additional user accounts can make your Mac more
versatile.

System preferences are the heart of the Mac. They determine
how your Mac will work and what options are available; they also
allow you to customize the user interface.

A second administrator account can be helpful if your Mac has
problems caused by software issues. An existing but unused
administrator account will have all of the system defaults in
place, and can make the troubleshooting process easier.

The Mac's system preferences are made up of individual
preference panes. Apple supplies many preference panes, which
let you configure your display, mouse, user accounts, security,
and screen savers, among other options. Additional options are
available through third-party applications. For instance, you may
have a preference pane to configure Adobe's Flash Player or a
third-party keyboard you added to your system.

In addition to administrator accounts, you can create standard
user accounts for family members. This will allow them to use the
Mac but prevent them from being able to make changes to the
system, other than changes to their own account.

If you would like to set up Siri to run your Mac, we've got the
details.

You can also set up managed accounts, which are standard
accounts with parental control options that can allow or deny
access to certain applications, as well as control when and for
how long the computer may be used.

If there's an aspect of your Mac that you'd like to customize, the
system preferences are the place to start.

7
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Backing Up Your Mac

Carbon Copy Cloner 4.x.
The Mac comes with a built-in backup system called Time
Machine. Because Time Machine is so easy to use and works so
well, I encourage everyone to use it as part of their backup
strategy. Even if you do nothing more for backups than turn on
Time Machine, you'll at least have the basics covered.

The Finder is Apple's method of accessing files, folders, and
applications. If you're switching to the Mac from a Windows PC,
you can think of the Finder as equivalent to Windows Explorer.
The Finder is very versatile, as well as one of the most
customized applications on the Mac. If you're a new Mac user,
it's worth taking the time to become familiar with the Finder, and
all the things it can help you accomplish.

There are additional steps you can take to help ensure that if
something goes terribly wrong, it will be a minor inconvenience
rather than a major disaster. These steps include learning how to
make clones of your startup drive, learning how to use other
popular backup applications, and putting together an external
hard drive or two for your backup needs.
Before you start using your Mac to store a lot of pictures, movies,
music, and user documents, take the time to configure your
backup system.

8
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Using The Recovery Disk Assistant
How to Perform a Clean Install of macOS Sierra

The installation of OS X automatically creates a Recovery HD
partition on the Mac's startup drive. This special partition is
hidden from view but can be accessed by holding down the
command + R keys when you boot your Mac. You can use the
Recovery HD partition to repair your Mac or reinstall OS X.

macOS Sierra is the first Mac operating system to use the new
macOS name. The purpose of the name change was to
associate the Mac's operating system more closely with the
other operating systems Apple uses: iOS, tvOS, and watchOS.
While the name change brings consistency to the operating
system names, the actual macOS Sierra operating system
doesn't look much diﬀerent than the previous OS X El Capitan.
However, it does include a bunch of new features, including Siri
for Mac, which many people have been waiting on.

One drawback of the Recovery HD partition is that it's located on
the startup drive. If your startup drive should have a physical
problem that causes it to fail, you won't be able to access the
Recovery HD partition. You can manually create a copy of the
Recovery HD partition on a second hard drive or a USB thumb
drive, so that when things go really wrong, you can still boot your
Mac and find out what's going on.

If your Mac is running an older version of the Mac operating
system, you'll find the clean install instructions for updating your
Mac helpful.
Just one more thing. There's also an upgrade install available
that is even easier to perform, and has the advantage of
maintaining all your current user data and apps. You'll find the
link to the upgrade instructions at the beginning of the clean
install article.

9
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How to Perform a Clean Install of OS X El Capitan
on Your Mac
Editor Deleted

Perform a Clean Install of OS X Yosemite on Your
Mac's Startup Drive
Editor Deleted

Older OS X Installation Instructions
If you need to go back in time, at least when it comes to OS X,
I've included links to older versions of the Mac operating system.
You may need these for older Macs that don't support the more
recent versions of OS X or macOS.

We sometimes feel our digital memories are highly transient,
given how readily a disk drive crash or broken device makes
them irretrievable. But it’s not so: data lingers! Reports regularly
emerge of TV news stations or security researchers buying
everything from surplus laptops to old photocopiers that used
hard drives for storing documents and finding secrets and
personal information in huge quantities.

OS X Mavericks Installation Guides
OS X Mountain Lion Installation Guides
OS X Lion Installation Guides

Any qualified electronics recycling center should make some
representation about what happens to your data. Some will
disclaim all responsibility. Others have specific polices. In the
latter case, you might also wonder if they follow those policies or
not, so there’s an element of trust (though some have
certifications).

Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com on
August 23, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7eevb5p. © IDG Consumer &
SMB. He is a Senior Contributor to Macworld and others. He
appears regularly on public radio to discuss the tech industry.

How To Secure Dispose Of Old Storage
Media, Like Hard Drives And SSDs

However, I’ve discovered that some outfits that handling
electronics for disassembly and resale or material recycling also
have data-destruction services. You may be able to go to a onestop shop. One Seattle-era business that oﬀers data destruction,
for example, says it uses Department of Defense approved
technology and provides a certificate confirming they destroyed
your data.

A nice drill bit helps.

By Glenn Fleishman
Macworld reader Phil wisely asks how to erase securely the data
on old Macs and external drives before sending them oﬀ to
electronics recycling centers. He asks about hard disk drives
(HDDs), solid-state drives (SSDs), and RAM.
10
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What are your options?

even worse.

If you’ve been using FileVault 2 from the time you set up your
Mac, that encryption is extremely strong, and erasing the drive
deletes the passphrase-protected encryption key. That makes
the contents eﬀectively irretrievable, and no additional erasure is
needed for an SSD or HDD.

The backup company Backblaze notes that an SSD in a drive
container has a lot of empty space, and using a drill bit or other
techniques can leave chips untouched. They recommend
“shredding,” but it requires a special shredded. You can also
disassemble the drive and use a hammer on components.

If you didn’t use FileVault, here are your options.

RAM

HDDs

Fortunately, the various kinds of RAMs used by generations of
Macs are all volatile memory: the contents disappear instantly or
shortly after a device is powered down. So far, there’s no way to
recover any traces of data from RAM chips.

Unless you’re dealing with secrets that would lead to the
overthrow of governments, using Disk Utility’s secure erase
feature meets the mark.

You may have read about researchers figuring out how to extract
data from RAM on a secured computer, but that’s only the case
when the computer is up and running.

HDDs can also be physically destroyed with a drill equipped with
a bit suitable for puncturing the metal casing. A hammer and
chisel could work, too. On a visit to a Facebook data center
several years ago, I had the pleasure of using one of the HDDcrushing devices they had purchased for this in-house purpose.
(Using powerful magnets a consumer could purchase to erase
drives by scrambling their contents is no longer considered
reliable enough—you need professional-grade equipment.)

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS

If you have a dead HDD and if you think anyone with motivation
might pay to have the data recovered, physical destruction is the
only way to ensure data isn’t readable.

January 13
February 10
March 10
April 14

SSDs
Data is written in an unpredictable fashion on SSDs to distribute
the wear across all the memory cells in the solid-state device. As
a result, a secure erase feature doesn’t work at all, as it may not
overwrite all the data. (There’s a hardware-level erase function in
some SSDs that actually works, but macOS isn’t designed to
take advantage of it. It can require a DOS—yes, DOS!—or Linux
boot to run the software.)

May 12
June 9
July
August
September 8

Physical destruction is really the only course of action, which is
an unfortunate waste of technology. And if you have a Mac in
which the SSD isn’t removable, but part of the computer, that’s

October 13
November 10
11

Pot Luck Brunch, Swap Meet, Members’
Show & Tell, & Election of Oﬃcers
Bob Barton – Drones and Their Future
Stan Horwitz – The Basics of Social Media
Dave Hamilton - Running your Mac Lean,
Clean and Mean.
Mike Inskeep, Bob Barton, Mark Bazrod
Picnic
Recess - Summer
Recess - Summer
Joe Kissel -Take Control of Your Online
Privacy and Your Digital Legacy
Joe Myshko - TBD
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - TBD
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Glenn Fleishman posted the following article to macworld.com on
August 23, 2018. tinyurl.com/yc8s48jk. © IDG Consumer & SMB.
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As I say, it’s reasonable. Most consumer-grade printers that have
the single function of printing have no persistent memory or
storage. Printers that double as scanners, fax machines, and
copiers—whether multi-function printers (MFPs) or photocopierstyle larger systems—may have temporary or persistent internal
storage that you should check up on.

How To Erase Documents On A Printer
Before Sale Or Disposal

Most printers don’t retain information; multi-function printers
might.

Most of the time, you have to navigate through some kind of
front-panel display that may be extremely annoying to use.
Check your manual to see what it says about storage and
deletion, and run through whatever options are available to clear
out memory if there is any—and reformat it or reset the system to
factory settings if that’s possible. Oﬃce-scale equipment might
have a disk drive inside, but those are eﬀectively non-existent in
consumer and small-business MFPs.
I checked the manual online for the MX310—most manuals can
be found through Google—and it does have temporary storage
that might retain documents faxed to it or queued for sending.
But that's only the case while power is applied. Unplug the
Canon model, and all its memory is allegedly wiped out.
For devices that lack internal storage of any kind, you might
check whether you entered personal details during setup that are
retained in a small amount of flash or other non-volatile memory.
This might be contact information or the details require for
station identification on outgoing faxes. Again, if you can find a
way to simply reset the printer to factory settings, you’re best oﬀ.

By Glenn Fleishman
It’s right to be paranoid about what happens with your hardware
devices after they leave your hands. Researchers have gone to
thrift stores and company surplus shops and acquired
computers, hard drives, and other equipment, and found that
improperly erased drives or information stored private data in
nooks and crannies remained for the taking.
Macworld reader Michael wrote in wondering about whether he
needed to worry about that with his printer, specifically a Canon
MX310:
I am concerned there may be sensitive information stored
that would contain credit card information, checking
account numbers, Social Security numbers, and the like.
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Jeﬀ Carlson posted the following article to tidbits.com on July 23,
2018. tinyurl.com/ycvb8bx2. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He is a
designer and writer, authoring books on the Macintosh, Web
design, video editing, and Palm organizers. He's a columnist for
the Seattle Times and contributing editor to TidBITS.

What APFS Does For You, And What You
Can Do With APFS
By Jeﬀ Carlson
When Apple released macOS 10.13 High Sierra in 2017, one of
its most notable features was nearly invisible. Installing the
update on a Mac with a solid-state drive (SSD)—but not a Fusion
drive—automatically switched the underlying file system from
Mac OS Extended (also known as HFS+) to APFS (Apple File
System).

High Sierra converted my 2016 MacBook Pro when I upgraded
and, since nothing blew up, I filed APFS away as another
technology shift that Apple managed eﬃciently. But in the
process of writing my just-released book Take Control of Your
Digital Storage, I learned why Apple went to all the trouble. APFS
oﬀers a few notable automatic benefits and some useful things
you can do directly.

The file system is the bedrock-level technology that specifies
where data is stored—not just in terms of how files and folders
are represented in the operating system, but where individual bits
are physically stored in the cells of an SSD chip or on the
magnetic surfaces of the spinning platters in a mechanical hard
disk drive.

What Does APFS Do for Me?
Let’s start with why Apple made the switch from Mac OS
Extended to APFS in the first place. Although mechanical hard
disk drives are still widely used and oﬀer the best price per
gigabyte, solid-state storage media is the future. (In fact, APFS is
the file system used by iOS devices, Apple Watches, and Apple
TVs—all of which store data in solid-state memory.) An SSD
provides much faster performance because it doesn’t suﬀer from
the lag between macOS asking for data and a mechanical disk’s
armature skipping to the correct positions on the platters to read
it. An SSD also has no moving parts, so the likelihood of
mechanical failure is extremely low.

There are any number of ways the switch to APFS could have
gone wrong, but for most people the shift was seamless—if a bit
more time consuming than most macOS upgrades. You may not
even have noticed that your Mac is now running APFS. To find
out, open Disk Utility, click your startup disk in the sidebar, and
look under the disk name.

However, the file system in use before APFS, Mac OS Extended,
isn’t as eﬃcient when working with SSDs. It was designed—
13
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many years ago—with magnetic disks in mind, where a file is
preferably written in a long stretch across the surface. In reality,
most files are split up into many tiny pieces, which is why we
used to optimize performance by “defragmenting” disks, a
practice largely unneeded these days except in rare
circumstances.

SEPTEMBER 2018

home or to encrypt one for storing sensitive data and leave the
other unencrypted.
To explain how Mac OS Extended and APFS each handle that
task, imagine the drive is a factory that builds rockets. I could
instead use an oﬃce building as a metaphor, but wouldn’t you
rather visualize spaceships?

On an SSD, data is written to cells regardless of where they are
located in relation to one another. But there’s a catch: data can
be written to the cells only a finite number of times, so APFS
eﬃciently shuﬄes data around to manage SSD wear. Also, if you
duplicate a file on an SSD, APFS uses the stored data of the
original file and writes just the changes rather than writing an
entirely new file. In terms of performance that you can see,
duplicating that file—or folder, or hundreds of files—happens
nearly instantaneously because APFS makes metadata links to
the originals.

On a drive formatted as Mac OS Extended, the factory is a giant
open space where the rockets can be assembled and parts can
be stacked. The factory floor is the free space on the drive.
(There’s also a secret door to a hidden room of emergency
equipment that nobody pays attention to unless something goes
wrong on the factory floor. That room represents macOS
Recovery, the invisible startup partition that runs a scaled-down
version of the operating system when you need to repair your
main macOS installation.)

So, underneath the surface, APFS handles data more eﬃciently.
That said, Apple is still working on APFS, making it a moving
target for developers of backup and disk utility software and
limiting the compatibility of the file system. APFS currently works
only with SSDs, although Apple says that full support for
mechanical hard disks and Fusion drives is coming in macOS
10.14 Mojave. It’s possible to format a hard disk drive as APFS,
but you’re likely to experience a performance hit compared to it
formatted with Mac OS Extended. It will be interesting to see
how Apple addresses that in Mojave.

Now, let’s say you want to partition the drive into two volumes or,
in our example, to split the factory into two sections to build two
rockets simultaneously. Under Mac OS Extended, you’d erect a
permanent wall between the sections, creating two separate
rooms. (The hidden macOS Recovery room is still there, too.
Safety first, people.)
Soon your rocket business is growing quickly, and you realize
you need to build a larger rocket that will get a spacecraft to
Mars. The problem is, this new rocket won’t fit into either of the
two rooms. So, to make way for it, you have to take everything
out of the factory (back up all the data and erase the volume),
smash the wall (reformat the drive), build a brand-new wall that
allocates enough space for the large rocket and leaves a smaller
second room for the first rocket design and components
(repartition the drive), and put everything back (restore the data
from backup).

APFS also isn’t supported on Time Machine drives. Even if your
startup disk is an SSD, your Time Machine drive needs to remain
in Mac OS Extended format for the time being.

What Can I Do with APFS?
That’s all behind-the-scenes stuﬀ, but what does APFS enable
you to do? One of its most powerful user-facing features is how it
enables you to create multiple, resizable volumes on your drive.
Sometimes people want to split a drive into multiple virtual
volumes to separate data such as files for work and files for

(Technically, there’s another option. If one of the rooms
(partitions) is empty, Mac OS Extended enables engineers to
move the wall, resizing the partition non-destructively. But when
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there’s equipment (data) in each room, the wall has to come
down first.)
If, instead, you decide to go back to the one-room layout, you
need to take everything out of both rooms and start over (back
up all the data, erase the entire drive, and restore the data).
Now, let’s look at an APFS-powered rocket factory.
In terms of how space is allocated when formatting or
partitioning a drive, APFS creates containers that include
volumes, which can be dynamically adjusted as needed.
In our rocket factory analogy, APFS starts as a large open
building, but even before a single piece of machinery is installed,
a border of bright yellow-and-black tape is put onto the floor to
indicate the active work area. That’s the container, and it
encompasses nearly all of the factory area. That large area is also
a single volume.

When the order comes in to start manufacturing bigger rockets,
the volume that needs the extra space automatically grows as
needed: redrawing the taped area and taking space from the
second volume dynamically. No walls need to be torn down; no
volumes need to be erased and then restored.

(If the drive is a startup disk, there are two other small areas
taped oﬀ, one for the macOS Recovery room, and one for virtual
memory, basically a small spot to store equipment—data—for
short periods of time to make it easier to access.)

(Note that it is possible to partition an APFS drive, which gives
you multiple immovable containers, but then they have the same
limitations as Mac OS Extended partitions. So there isn’t much
point.)

In this scheme, all the space in the volume is available for use,
just as in the Mac OS Extended factory, but the factory manager
is better about positioning tools and equipment near each other
for a more eﬃcient workflow.

APFS Snapshots
Another major benefit to APFS is its support for snapshots,
which are a record of a drive’s state at a point in time. When you
apply a system update, macOS automatically creates a new
snapshot, so if anything goes wrong, you can roll the Mac back
to the exact state it was in before the update. A snapshot is also
created once every hour. These snapshots also enable you to
retrieve deleted files or to go back to an earlier version of a file.

As production ramps up and the factory floor needs to split into
two sections, the APFS factory doesn’t build a physical wall.
Instead, the manager merely moves the tape to indicate that
there are now two work areas: adding a new volume and making
the original volume smaller. The equipment in the area that
becomes the second work area moves as needed—rather than
being removed (erased) to create the volume. (You can also set
minimum and maximum size limits for a container when you
create it.) In the Finder, you see two volumes.

Sound familiar? Except for the automatic pre-update backup,
that’s how Time Machine works. In fact, to access snapshots,
you use the Time Machine interface (even if you haven’t yet set
15
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up Time Machine). But two separate things are going on behind
the scenes.
When a Time Machine drive is connected, macOS makes regular
Time Machine backups, not APFS snapshots, to that drive. Since
a Time Machine drive must be formatted as Mac OS Extended,
macOS copies to the drive any files that were changed since the
last backup.
If the Time Machine drive is not connected—let’s say you’re
traveling with your MacBook Pro—macOS creates APFS
snapshots every hour and stores them on the startup disk or any
APFS-formatted SSD directly connected to the Mac. The
snapshots don’t take up much extra space, because they only
contain metadata describing the states and locations of every
file, plus data that’s been removed or replaced. Snapshots also
age out after 24 hours and are automatically deleted.

Should you need to restore the entire startup disk to a previous
state, restart into macOS Recovery (hold Command-R at startup
until you see the macOS Utilities screen), and choose Restore
from Time Machine. You’ll be given the option to select one of
the local snapshots.

On Macs running macOS versions earlier than High Sierra or
those with hard disk drives or Fusion drives still formatted as
Mac OS Extended, Time Machine creates similar local “mobile
Time Machine” snapshots when the Time Machine drive is
disconnected. But because the drive isn’t formatted as APFS,
those local snapshots are not the same as APFS snapshots.
On a drive formatted as APFS, you can see how many snapshots
are present by opening the Terminal app and typing:
tmutil listlocalsnapshots /
You can also create a snapshot at any time by typing:
tmutil snapshot
If you need to restore deleted files or go back to an earlier
version of a file, you use the Time Machine interface to do it.
Click the Time Machine icon in the Dock or choose Enter Time
Machine from the Time Machine menu bar icon, and then use the
timeline on the right to navigate to the version of the file you
want.
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(Speaking of macOS Recovery, if you open Disk Utility and run
First Aid on the startup disk, it also checks all the snapshots. So
if you have a lot, be prepared to wait quite some time for First Aid
to complete.)
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reinstall the Mac operating system.

You may never need to take advantage of snapshots, but it’s
comforting to know that macOS has a built-in data protection
mechanism in place at the file-system level.

Take Control of Your Digital Storage
APFS is just one part of our modern storage picture. In Take
Control of Your Digital Storage, I also investigate the other
acronyms that bedevil us when contemplating adding capacity:
what to look for when buying a NAS (Network-Attached Storage),
understanding the diﬀerence between HDDs (hard disk drives)
and SSDs (solid-state drives), and explaining RAID (Redundant
Array of Independent Disks) and, related to RAID, possibly my
favorite acronym ever, JBOD (just a bunch of disks). You’ll also
learn more about creating partitions and volumes, using Disk
Utility and First Aid, encrypting drives and data, and more.

Recovery HD can get your Mac running again.
You can discover more about how to use the Recovery HD
volume in the guide: Use the Recovery HD Volume to Reinstall or
Troubleshoot OS X.

The book is available now for $12.99 at the Take Control
bookstore.

Create Your Own Mac Recovery HD on Any Drive

Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on April
16, 2017. tinyurl.com/yasdpeop. © About, Inc

Create Your Own Mac Recovery HD On
Any Drive
By Tom Nelson
Ever since OS X Lion, the installation of the Mac OS has included
the creation of a Recovery HD volume, hidden away on Mac's
startup drive. In an emergency, you can boot to the Recovery HD
and use Disk Utility to correct hard drive issues, go online and
browse for information about the problems you're having, or
17
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Apple also created a utility called OS X Recovery Disk Assistant
that can create a copy of the Recovery HD on any bootable
external drive you have connected to your Mac. This is good
news for the many Mac users who would like to have the
Recovery HD volume on a drive other than the startup volume.
However, the utility can only create the Recovery HD volume on
an external drive. This leaves out all of the Mac Pro, iMac, and
even Mac mini users who may have multiple internal hard drives.
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Installer
How to Make a Bootable Flash Installer of OS X or
macOS (Mavericks through Sierra)
With that out of the way, it's time to turn our attention to what we
need to create a clone of the Recovery HD volume.

Create a Recovery HD Volume on OS X Lion
Through OS X Yosemite

With the help of a few hidden Mac OS features, a little bit of time,
and this step-by-step guide, you can create a Recovery HD
volume anywhere you like including an internal drive.

Two Methods for Creating the Recovery HD
Due to some changes in features available in the various versions
of the Mac OS, there are two diﬀerent methods to use to create
the Recovery HD volume, depending on the version of the Mac
OS you're using.
We'll show you both methods; the first is for OS X Lion through
OS X Yosemite, and the second is for OS X El Capitan, as well as
macOS Sierra and later.

What You Need
In order to create a copy of the Recovery HD volume, you must
first have a working Recovery HD volume on your Mac's startup
drive, because we're going to use the original Recovery HD as
the source for creating a clone of the volume.

Disk Utility's Debug menu lets you view all partitions, even those
that are hidden from the Finder. The Recovery HD volume is
hidden; it won't show up on the desktop, or in Disk Utility or
other cloning applications. In order to clone the Recovery HD, we
must first make it visible, so that our cloning application can
work with the volume.

If you don't have the Recovery HD volume on your startup drive,
then you won't be able to use these instructions. Don't worry,
though; instead, you can create a bootable copy of the Mac OS
installer, which happens to include all of the same recovery
utilities as the Recovery HD volume. You can find instructions for
creating a bootable Installer on a USB flash drive here:

With OS X Lion through OS X Yosemite, we can use a hidden
feature of Disk Utility. Disk Utility includes a hidden Debug menu
that you can use to force hidden partitions to be visible in Disk
Utility. This is exactly what we need, so the first step in the
cloning process is to turn on the Debug menu. You can find
instructions here:

Create a Bootable Flash Drive With OS X Lion
Installer
Create Bootable Copies of the OS X Mountain Lion
18
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HD to the Destination field. Double-check to be sure that
you're copying the correct volume to the destination
because any volume you drag there will be completely
erased by the cloning process.

Enable Disk Utility's Debug Menu
Remember, you'll only find the Disk Utility Debug menu available
in OS X Lion through OS X Yosemite. If you're using a later
version of the Mac OS, jump ahead to page 3. Otherwise, follow
the guide to make the Debug menu visible, and then come on
back and we'll continue the cloning process.

Creating the Recovery HD Clone
Now that we have the hidden Debug menu in Disk Utility working
(see above link), we can proceed with the cloning process.

Prepare the Destination Volume
You can create the Recovery HD clone on any volume listed in
Disk Utility, but the cloning process will erase any data on the
destination volume. For this reason, it's a good idea to resize and
add a partition dedicated to the new Recovery HD volume you
are about to create. The Recovery HD partition can be very small;
650 MB is the minimum size, although I would make it slightly
larger. Disk Utility probably won't be able to create a partition
that small, so just use the smallest size it can create. You'll find
instructions for adding and resizing volumes here:

2.

From the Debug menu, select Show Every Partition.

3.

The Recovery HD volume will now be displayed in the
Device list in Disk Utility.

4.

In Disk Utility, select the original Recovery HD volume,
and then click the Restore tab.

5.

Drag the Recovery HD volume to the Source field.

6.

Drag the volume you want to use for the new Recovery

When you're sure that everything is correct, click the
Restore button.

8.

Disk Utility will ask if you really want to erase the
destination drive. Click Erase.

9.

You will need to supply an administrator account
password. Enter the requested information, and click OK.

A few additional notes:
Creating the new recovery HD volume this way doesn't set the
visibility flag to hidden. As a result, the Recovery HD volume will
appear on your desktop. You can use Disk Utility to unmount the
Recovery HD volume if you wish. Here's how.

Once you have the destination drive partitioned, we can proceed.
Launch Disk Utility, located in /Applications/Utilities.

7.

10. The cloning process will begin. Disk Utility will provide a
status bar to keep you up to date on the process. Once
Disk Utility completes the cloning process, you're ready to
use the new Recovery HD (but with any luck, you'll never
need to use it).

Disk Utility - Add, Delete, and Resize Existing Volumes With Disk
Utility

1.
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1.

Select the new Recovery HD volume from the Device list
in Disk Utility.

2.

At the top of the Disk Utility window, click the Unmount
button.

If you have multiple Recovery HD volumes attached to your Mac,
you can select the one to use in an emergency by starting your
Mac with the option key held down. This will force your Mac to
display all available bootable drives. You can then pick the one
you want to use for emergencies.

Create a Recovery HD Volume on OS X El Capitan
and Later
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This guide will work with OS X El Capitan and later versions of
the Mac OS.
The Recovery HD partition you create needs only to be slightly
bigger than the Recovery HD partition, which is usually
somewhere between 650 MB to 1.5 GB or so. However, since the
size can change with each new version of the operating system, I
suggest making the partition size larger than 1.5 GB. I actually
used 10 GB for mine, quite a bit of overkill, but the drive I made it
on has plenty of space.
Once you have partitioned the selected drive, you can continue
from here.

Clone the Recovery HD Disk Image to the Partition
The next-to-last step is to clone the Recovery HD disk image to
the partition you just created. You can do this in the Disk Utility
app using the Restore command.
The Recovery HD volume's disk identifier is disk1s3 in this
example..
Creating a Recovery HD volume on an internal drive in OS X El
Capitan and macOS Sierra and later is a bit more cumbersome.
That's because, with the advent of OS X El Capitan, Apple
removed the hidden Disk Utility Debug menu. Since Disk Utility
can no longer access the hidden Recovery HD partition, we have
to use a diﬀerent method, specifically, Terminal and the
command line version of Disk Utility, diskutil.

Use Terminal to Create a Disk Image of the Hidden
Recovery HD Volume
Editor Deleted

1.

Launch Disk Utility, if it isn't already open.

2.

In the Disk Utility window, select the partition you just
created. It should be listed in the sidebar.

3.

Click the Restore button in the toolbar, or select Restore
from the Edit menu.

4.

A sheet will drop down; click the Image button.

5.

Navigate to the Recovery HD.dmg image file we created
earlier. It should be in your Desktop folder.

6.

Select the Recovery HD.dmg file, and then click Open.

7.

In Disk Utility on the drop-down sheet, click the Restore
button.

8.

Disk Utility will create the clone. When the process is
complete, click the Done button.

Use Disk Utility to Create the Recovery HD Partition
The next step is to partition the drive that you wish to have the
Recovery HD volume created on. You can use the guide:
Partition a Drive With OS X El Capitan's Disk Utility

You now have a Recovery HD volume on the selected drive.
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That's it. You've created a clone of the Recovery HD volume on
the drive of your choice.

One Last Thing: Hiding the Recovery HD Volume
If you remember back to when we started this process, I asked
you to use Terminal's diskutil to find the Recovery HD volume. I
mentioned it would have a type of Apple_Boot. The Recovery HD
volume you just created isn't currently set to be an Apple_Boot
type. So, our last task is to set the Type. This will also cause the
Recovery HD volume to become hidden.
We need to discover the disk identifier for the Recovery HD
volume you just created. Because this volume is currently
mounted on your Mac, we can use Disk Utility to find the
identifier.
1.

Launch Disk Utility, if it isn't already open.

2.

From the sidebar, select the Recovery HD volume you
just created. It should be the only one in the sidebar,
since only visible devices show up in the sidebar, and the
original Recovery HD volume is still hidden.

3.

In the table in the right-hand pane you'll see an entry
labeled Device:. Make a note of the identifier name. It will
be in a format similar to disk1s3 like we saw earlier.

4.

With the Recovery HD volume still selected, click the
Unmount button in the Disk Utility toolbar.

5.

Launch Terminal.

6.

At the Terminal prompt enter: sudo asr adjust --target /dev/
disk1s3 -settype Apple_Boot

7.

Be sure to change the disk identifier to match the one for
your Recovery HD volume.

8.

Hit enter or return.

9.

Provide your administrator password.

SEPTEMBER 2018

10. Hit enter or return.
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Tom Nelson posted the following article to lifewire.com on
December18, 2017.tinyurl.com/ycotwoms. © About, Inc.
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were formerly available on the install DVDs.
Apple's solution was to have the OS X download contain an
installer that not only installs the OS on your Mac but also
creates a hidden volume on your startup drive called Recovery
HD. This hidden volume contains a minimal version of OS X
that's enough to allow your Mac to boot; it also contains various
utilities.

Use The Recovery HD Volume To
Reinstall Or Troubleshoot OS X

The Recovery HD can do much more than just help install OS X

Utilities Included on the HD Recovery Volume
Disk Utility: for repairing damaged drives and system files.
Safari: to allow you to go online and research any problems you
may be having.
Reinstall OS X: which can be used to install a new copy of the
OS on your Mac.
Restore From Time Machine Backup: for those times when
everything has gone wrong and you need to restore data from
your backups.
Terminal: for working with the Mac's file system or editing files.
Network Utility: in case you need to troubleshoot networking
issues.
Firmware Password Utility: to set up or remove firmware
passwords, one of the security options for OS X.

The Recovery HD volume includes a number of utilities that can
help when you're having troubles with your Mac.

As you can see, the Recovery HD can do a lot more than just
install the OS. It provides nearly the same services that were
included on the older install DVDs, just in a diﬀerent location.

By Tom Nelson
With the introduction of OS X Lion, Apple made fundamental
changes to how OS X is sold and distributed. Install DVDs are
history; OS X is now available as a download from the Mac App
Store.

Accessing the Recovery HD Volume
Under normal operations of your Mac, you probably won’t notice
the existence of the Recovery HD volume. It doesn't mount on
the desktop, and Disk Utility keeps it hidden unless you use the
debug menu to make hidden volumes visible.

With the elimination of install DVDs, Apple needed to provide
alternative methods for installing the OS, repairing startup drives
and system files, and reinstalling the OS. All of these capabilities

To make use of the Recovery HD volume, you must restart your
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Mac and select the Recovery HD as the startup device, using
one of the following two methods.

across the top.

Using the Recovery HD Volume

Restart Directly to the Recovery HD
1.

Restart your Mac while holding down the command
(cloverleaf) and R keys (command + R). Keep holding both
keys down until the Apple logo appears.

2.

Once the Apple logo appears, your Mac is booting from
the Recovery HD volume. After a bit (starting up can take
longer when booting from the Recovery HD, so be
patient), a desktop will appear with a window containing
the Mac OS X utilities, and a basic menu bar across the
top.

Now that your Mac has booted from the Recovery HD volume,
you're ready to perform one or more tasks on the startup device
that you were unable to perform when actively booted from the
startup volume.
To help you, we've included appropriate guides for each of the
common tasks for which Recovery HD is used.
Use Disk Utility

Restart to the Startup Manager

1.

From the OS X Utilities window, select Disk Utility, and
then click Continue.

2.

Disk Utility will launch just as if you were using the app
from your normal startup drive. The diﬀerence is that by
launching Disk Utility from the Recovery HD volume, you
can use any of Disk Utility's tools to check or repair your
startup drive. For detailed instructions, take a look at the
following guides. Remember that if a guide asks you to
launch Disk Utility, you've already done so at this point.

You can also restart your Mac to the startup manager. This is the
same method used to boot into Windows (Bootcamp) or other
OSes you may have installed on your Mac. There is no
advantage to using this method; we included it for those of you
who are used to using the startup manager.
1.

Restart your Mac and hold down the option key.

2.

The startup manager will check all attached devices for
bootable systems.

3.

Once the startup manager begins to display the icons of
your internal and external drives, you can release the
option key.

4.
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◦

Using Disk Utility to Repair Hard Drives and Disk
Permissions

◦

Format Your Hard Drive Using Disk Utility

◦

Back Up Your Startup Disk Using Disk Utility

Once you finish using Disk Utility, you can return to the OS X
Utilities window by selecting Quit from the Disk Utility menu.

Use the left or right arrow keys to select the Recovery HD
icon.

Get Help Online

5.

Press the return key when the drive you wish to boot from
(the Recovery HD) is highlighted.

1.

From the OS X Utilities window, select Get Help Online,
and then click Continue.

6.

Your Mac will boot from the Recovery HD. This process
can take a bit longer than a normal startup. Once your
Mac finishes booting, it will display a desktop with an
open Mac OS X Utilities window, and a basic menu bar

2.

Safari will launch and display a special page that has
general instructions about using the Recovery HD volume.
However, you're not restricted to this simple help page.
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3.

You can use Safari just as you normally would. Although
your bookmarks won't be present, you'll find that Apple
has supplied bookmarks that will get you to the Apple,
iCloud, Facebook, Twitter, Wikipedia, and Yahoo websites.
You'll also find various news and popular websites
bookmarked for you. You can also enter a URL to go to
the website of your choice.
3.

The Recovery HD volume can be a lifesaver, at least when it
comes to troubleshooting and repairing problems with a Mac.
But the Recovery HD volume is only created on your Mac's
internal startup drive. If anything should go wrong with that drive,
you could find yourself in a pickle.

Reinstall OS X
In the OS X Utilities window, select Reinstall OS X, and
then click Continue.

2.

The OS X Installer will start up and take you through the
installation process. This process can diﬀer, depending on
the version of OS X that's being reinstalled. Our install
guides for recent versions of OS X will help you through
the process.
◦

Upgrade Install OS X Yosemite

◦

OS X Mavericks Installation Guides

◦

OS X Mountain Lion Installation Guides

◦

OS X Lion Installation Guides

That's why we recommend creating another copy of the
Recovery HD volume on an external drive or a USB flash drive.

Restore From Time Machine Backup
Warning: Restoring your Mac from a Time Machine backup will
cause all data on the selected destination drive to be erased.
1.

1Select Restore From Time Machine Backup in the OS X
Utilities window, and click Continue.

2.

The Restore Your System application will launch, and walk
you through the restore process. Be sure to read and heed
the warnings in the Restore Your System app. Click
Continue to proceed.

Follow each step outlined in the Restore Your System app.
When the process is complete, your Mac will restart from
the destination drive you selected.

Create a Recovery HD Volume on Another Drive

Once you finish using Safari, you can return to the OS X
Utilities window by selecting Quit from the Safari menu.

1.
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The following article was posted to apple.stackexchange.com on
April 13, 2017. tinyurl.com/ycyz9dj3. © Stack Exchange Inc.

How Do I Unlock A .Plist File So That I
Can Change It?
I want to edit Info.plist for TextEdit. (Here's why.) I'm running OS
10.7, and I do have Xcode installed. But every time I try to edit
the file, it's locked and I can't save my changes.
If I try to save it with Xcode, Xcode asks if I want to unlock it. I
say "Unlock", but then an error says The file "Info.plist"
could not be unlocked."; it says that this is because I do
not own it.
If I open Info.plist using vi in Terminal (vi Info.plist), I can't
save changes even using :w!. The error is E212: Can't open
file for writing.
How can I make changes to TextEdit's Info.plist file?
Before you do this make sure there are no running instances of
TextEdit on your system.

Using The Finder
Select the plist file in the Finder and doing File > Get Info. At the
bottom of the file info window you'll see a section called Sharing
& Permissions. You want to make sure you're in that list and that
you have Read & Write level access to the file.
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Before you can add yourself to the access permissions on the file
though, you'll need to unlock it. Click the little lock icon (1) in the
lower right hand corner and enter your password. If you're not an
administrator on the machine, you won't be able to proceed past
this step.
Once you've unlocked the file you can change your permissions
to Read & Write. If you're not shown in the list of people who
can access the file, click the + button below the list and find
yourself in the Users & Groups list that pops up.

SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS
May 12
Mike Inskeep - Recent Developments in
Security and Privacy; Bob Barton - Run Multiple
MacOS by Partitioning Your Hard Drive; Mark Bazrod Facebook & What You Can Do.
June 9
Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29,
East Whiteland
September 8
Joe Kissel - Author and owner of the
Take Control Book series.
October 13
Joe Myshko - Has designed numerous
Internet Gateways for Fortune 500 Companies. His skills
include Internet security and especially securing
Internet application layer protocols.
November 10
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert
on Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten 74 popular computer books. Known for his
trademark humorous style and unerring ability to
translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice for
regular folks.
December 8
Pot Luck Buﬀet, Swap and Sell Meet,
Member's Show and Tell, and Election of Oﬃcers for 2019
An opportunity to enjoy friends, good food, and to swap
or sell our Mac and iDevice treasures. A "Show and Tell”
session called will allow members 5, 10, or 15 minutes
to present a topic.

The changes are applied to the file as soon as you make them in
the File Info window.
You should now be able to open, edit and save those edits to the
file.

Using The Command Line
Open a Terminal window.
Change to the place where the plist file is located:
cd ~/Library/Preferences/
Change the ownership and permissions on the file so you can
read and write it:
sudo chown $USER aomDSP.plist
sudo chmod u+w aomDSP.plist
You probably don't need sudo on the second call there, but it
can't hurt. You'll need administrator access to the machine to do
this.
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The tip was posted to discussions.apple.com on March 26, 2013.
tinyurl.com/ybkc5cvg. © Apple Inc.
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1: Go to the Finder and select Go menu and Go To Folder

Deleting The System Preference Or
Other .Plist File
Sometimes you have a problem with System Preferences or
something related to it, like it remembering your screensaver or
desktop selection, or perhaps it won't launch or launches funky.
This procedure is for deleting the "preferences" file(s) that is
located in your (hidden) User/Library folder that can resolve
issues like this.

2: Now paste or type

When the computer is rebooted and the associated program
launched again, it recreates this file, but blank of preferences,
thus since it's rebuilt it's free of problems.

~/Library/Preferences

This procedure also works for other programs like iPhoto or
iTunes, or whatever that stores a preference file (.plist) in the
(hidden) User/Library folder, the procedure is the same, just sub
out the program your having problems with .plist file instead of
the System Preference .plist file below.
3: Press GO! and a folder will appear

Known preference files issues:
com.apple.systempreferences.plist
System Preferences)
com.apple.desktop.plist
picture changes)
com.apple.safari.plist

4: Scroll down and find

(corrupted/not launching

com.apple.systempreferences.plist com.apple.desktop.plist
(or whatever program your having problems with)

(corrupted/not working desktop

5: There may be two of the same named file, drag the one you
can to the Trash can.

(safari issues)

6: Restart the computer and open System Preferences (or
problem program) and reset all your preferences again.

See the Steps #12 and #13 for OnyX and it's preference file
checker to find other corrupted preference (.plist) files that might
be causing your issues.
Step by Step to fix your Mac
So we are going to delete a preference file in a hidden folder, this
will only aﬀect the preference file, not your personal files or
programs.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December 7,
2016. /tinyurl.com/ycvgtt7f.. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips
and good info.
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feature which allows apps to be side-by-side.

Using Safari Split View on iPad

How To Use Safari Split View On iPad
For Side-By-Side Web Browsing

You can view Safari tabs side-by-side on the iPad, allowing you
to view two webpages at the same time on the same screen. This
is a great power user feature and is similar to the general Split
View ability for iPad which allows you to view two apps alongside
one another, except it’s specific to the Safari browser.
Note that using Safari Split View on iPad requires the iPad to be
in horizontal mode, Split View Safari will not work in vertical
orientation mode. It also requires a modern version of iOS on the
iPad, anything beyond 10.0 will have support for Safari Split
View, which is a diﬀerent feature than the broader Split View
28

1.

Open Safari on the iPad and be sure the iPad is in
horizontal mode

2.

Tap and hold on the Tabs button (it’s two squares
overlapping one another)

3.

Choose “Open Split View”
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Tap the URL bar and open a new URL in the new Safari
Split View
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not available on iPhone or the Mini. However, Split View
capabilities do exist on the Mac as well.

The Safari Split View browser windows can be opened, closed,
and scrolled through independently of one another, and also
contain separate tabs in each side of the Safari Split View
window.
You can also open a webpage into Safari Split View by tapping
and holding on a link on iPad, then choosing “Open in Split
View”. That will open the link into a new side-by-side Safari
browser window, similar to how you can open a new webpage
into a new tab.
If you enjoyed these features for iPad, you’ll also likely enjoy
some of the other more powerful features, including using slide
over multitasking on iPad, Split View multitasking, and the
iPad Picture in Picture video mode.
Split View is an iOS feature that is unique to iPad, and it requires
newer hardware versions of iPad with 9.7 or 12.9″ displays, it is
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 1,
2015. tinyurl.com/y7726q2p.. © OSX Daily.
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How to Use Screen Splitting on Mac OS
Almost all modern Mac OS apps support screen splitting, if they
can go full screen then they can also split screen with another
app. As we mentioned there are two diﬀerent ways to enter into
screen splitting mode on Mac apps, we’ll cover both of them.
Let’s get to it:

How To Use Split View In Full Screen
With Mac OS

Probably the easiest way to initially enter Split View is through a
long click on any windows green maximize button.
Here’s how it works, we’ll use Safari and the Dictionary app as
examples to split side by side in full screen Split View:

Split View is a new feature in Mac OS X which allows you to take
two apps into full screen together, placing them split side-byside. For example, you could take a Safari window into full
screen mode and then split the fullscreen with another app, like
Pages. Split View sizes the windows automatically for any screen
size, so you don’t have to drag them to accommodate the
display, and it’s quite easy to use once you learn how to access
and use the split screen feature on the Mac.
This is a great feature for anyone who wants to focus, but
researchers, writers, students, and developers will likely find this
to be the most useful. We’ll cover two ways to enter into Split
Screen mode, or Split View, on the Mac. Of course you’ll need a
modern version of Mac OS to have this feature, anything newer
than MacOS X 10.11 (or later) will have access to this screen
splitting feature on the Mac.
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1.

Click and hold on the green maximize button of an active
window (for example, a Safari window)

2.

When the window shrinks slightly and the background
becomes highlighted, you’re about to enter Split View,
while continuing to hold the green button drag the active
window into either the left or right panel to place it full
screen there
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As soon as you place the first window into the Split View
panel, the other side of the screen turns into a miniExpose much like Mission Control, simply click the
window tile you want to open into Split View for the other
side here to immediately send it side by side into Split Full
Screen Mode
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there’s basically nothing that can go wrong by testing it. Just do
a long press on the green button in a Mac window title bar and
you’ll see for yourself how it works.
The video below demonstrates this feature in Mac OS X with a
Safari browser window on your favorite website (osxdaily.com),
and the Dictionary app:
Try watching this video on www.youtube.com, or enable
JavaScript if it is disabled in your browser.
You can escape Split View just as you would exit full screen
mode in general, either by clicking on any of the split viewed
windows green button again, or by hitting the Escape key.
Either will leave Split View in Full Screen mode, returning you to
your regular Mac desktop experience.
You can also swipe to the side with a multi-touch trackpad or
multitouch mouse to return to the desktop from split view, and
then swipe back to return to the aforementioned Split View.

Using Split View Full Screen Mode from Mission
Control on the Mac

Once you select the other window to full screen, they’ll be side
by side one another in Split View:

You can also enter Split View from Mission Control by dragging
apps and windows around, this is slightly trickier compared to
the long-click green button method outlined above, but if you’re
a big fan of working from Mission Control you’ll appreciate this:

That’s all there is to it, that probably sounds more complicated
than it is though, so I’d highly recommend trying it out yourself as

1.

Enter Mission Control as usual, then drag any app or
window to the very top of the screen and drop it there, this
will send it into full screen mode in that screen

2.

Now drag and drop another app or window into the same
screen thumbnail, this will cause those two apps to enter
Split View together

3.

Click on the little thumbnail to enter into Split View for
those two applications or windows

As usual, you can swipe left or right to return to the desktop, or
hit the Escape key to exit Full Screen / Split View mode.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on August 18,
2018. tinyurl.com/yc3nsn3f. © OSX Daily.

How to Exit Safari Split View on iPad by Merging
Safari Split Screen

How To Turn Oﬀ Split Screen In Safari
For iPad And iOS

Assuming you’re currently in Safari Split Screen View mode with
two Safari panels open side by side on the iPad, here is how you
can merge the two Safari split screens into a single Safari screen
again. This eﬀectively leaves Safari Split View and turns it back
into a single browsing panel:

Safari for iPad oﬀers a nice Split Screen View feature that allows
you to view and read two websites side-by-side in the Safari
browser, visible when the iPad is oriented in horizontal landscape
mode. While entering into Safari Split Screen view on iPad is
pretty easy, many users find that exiting and closing Split Screen
View in Safari on iPad is less than obvious. This leads some iPad
users to be thoroughly confused by Safari split screen mode on
their tablet and think it’s either stuck enabled or can’t be
escaped from, but rest assured you can close Safari Split View
and leave the split web browsing mode fairly easily.
This tutorial will show you how to exit out of Safari split screen
view on the iPad, which eﬀectively turns it oﬀ. We’ll also show
you how to close out of tabs that are in Safari Split View, and
also discuss how to stop the iPad screen from splitting into two
screens in Safari when it the device is rotated from portrait to
landscape orientation.
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1.

From Safari Split Screen view on iPad, tap near the top of
Safari or pull down to reveal the URL bar and Safari
navigation buttons *

2.

Tap and hold on the Safari Tabs button, it looks like two
overlapping squares and will be in the corner of the Safari
window (in Safari Split View you will see two of these, you
can tap and hold on either)
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From the pop-up menu, choose “Merge All Tabs” to merge
the Split Screen View windows in Safari into a single
screen
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rely on showing the Safari back and forward navigation
buttons first, as they must be visible on screen to access the
other options.

How to Close Safari Split Screen View on iPad by
Closing Tabs
If you want to close the tabs that open in Safari Split View as
well, you can also exit and leave Safari Split View by specifically
closing all the tabs that are open in the Split View panel of Safari.
1.

From Safari Split View on iPad, tap the URL / address bar
at the top of the screen to reveal Safari navigation
buttons and the tab bar

2.

Tap on the tiny faint grey “(X)” button in Safari to close that
Safari tab

3.

If multiple tabs are open in the Safari split screen view,
repeat and tap on the other tiny light grey “(X)” buttons
until all tabs are closed on the split panel you want to
close

Once you merge the tabs, the Safari Split Screen window will be
closed and you’ll be back to a regular single Safari browsing view
on iPad.
You can also choose “Close All Tabs” if you don’t want to keep
the tabs open in Safari split screen, which will also exit out of
Safari Split View on iPad by closing the tabs in the split panel you
chose.
This is the simplest way to exit Safari Split Screen mode, which
is also about as close as iOS gets to turning oﬀ Safari Split
Screen and disabling the feature (until it’s used again anyway).
Nonetheless there are other way stop escape out of Safari Split
Screen by closing the tabbed windows in a Safari split screen
panel.
* Note all approaches to exiting Safari Split Screen mode on iPad

The close tab button in Safari Split View can be diﬃcult to find,
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not only because it’s quite small and being a light faint grey color,
but also because it’s not visible unless the broader Safari
navigation options are visible as well.
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tasking on iPad in general where you can simply grab the
vertical separating line and drag it to the edge of the screen to
close out. But for now, that’s not the case, perhaps down the
road iOS Safari will have a more obvious approach to using split
screen web browsing, but until then (if ever) just use the tips
outlined above to close out of split browsing mode on Safari for
iPad, or to avoid it in the first place. And maybe down the road
Safari Settings will have an option to disable and turn oﬀ Safari
Split Screen on iPad as well, time will tell!

How to Stop Safari Screen Splitting in Two on iPad
When Rotated
The only way to stop Safari from splitting into two screens when
the iPad is rotated is to exit and leave Safari Split View mode on
the iPad.
To accomplish that, you can use either set of instructions
detailed here on this page, either by merging the tabs and
closing Safari Split Screen View on iPad, or by manually closing
the Safari Tabs that are open in one of the split view panels.

Jason Cross posted the following article to macobserver.com on
December 4, 2017. tinyurl.com/y7dzo6lz. © The Mac Observer
Inc. He has written professionally about technology for about 20
years. He aims to figure out how complicated technology works
and explain it in a way anyone can understand.

After you have closed and exited out of Safari Split Screen, if you
rotate the iPad from vertical portrait to horizontal landscape
orientation when in Safari, Safari will no longer split the screen on
iPad.

Apple Pay Cash Guide: What It Is, How It
Works, And What It Costs

How to Turn Oﬀ Split Screen Safari on iPad?
You might be asking yourself how to turn oﬀ and disable the
Safari split screen feature in iOS for iPad. There is currently no
way to disable Safari Split View feature on iPad.

iOS 11.2 adds Apple Pay Cash, which lets you send money to
other iOS users right in an iMessage.

By Jason Cross

Because you can not turn oﬀ Safari Split Screen on iPad, you’ll
instead find that the only way to disable Safari Split View on iPad
is to close out of it as outlined on this page, and then not use or
enter into the Safari Split Screen feature again.

When iOS 11 landed on September 19, it came without of its
most anticipated features: Apple Pay Cash. Similar to Venmo or
Square Cash, Apple Pay Cash lets you instantly send money to
another iOS user. You don’t even need a new app, as it’s built
right into iMessage.

The inability to disable Safari Split Screen View mode diﬀers from
the broader ability to disable multitasking on iPad in general, but
note that if you disable iPad Multitasking you will find that turning
that feature oﬀ has no impact on Safari Split View mode, and the
Safari Split Screen feature persists. So again, if you don’t like
Safari Split Screen mode, exit out of it and don’t use it again.

It’s an incredibly easy way to send person-to-person money, but
it does have a few caveats you’ll need to be aware of. Here’s
what you need to know about setting up and using it.
[ Further reading: Everything you need to know about iOS 12 ]

Undoubtedly some of the confusion about exiting and leaving
Safari Split Screen View could be alleviated by at least making
the exit process similar to when using Split Screen View multi-
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Pay and look for the Apple Pay Cash toggle at the top of the
screen.

How to set up Apple Pay Cash
How to send money with Apple Pay Cash on iPhone or
iPad
Using Apple Pay Cash with your Apple Watch
How to ask for money
How to cancel payment
Using Siri
About that Apple Pay Cash card...
How to add money to your Apple Pay Cash card or transfer
it to your bank account
Is Apple Pay Cash free?

If you don't see an Apple Pay Cash card in Wallet, make sure it's
enabled in Settings.

Apple Pay Cash requirements

Then, head into the Wallet app, tap on the Apple Pay Cash card,
then tap on Set Up Apple Pay Cash. You’ll have to agree to some
terms and conditions, but that’s it.

For starters, both the money sender and receiver need to be
running iOS 11.2 or later. Apple Pay Cash was added in iOS 11.2
beta 2, and is in the final release as well. According to Apple’s
support page, you’ll need to meet the following requirements:
•
•
•
•
•

SEPTEMBER 2018

A compatible device with iOS 11.2 or later.
Two-factor authentication for your Apple ID.
An eligible credit or debit card in Wallet, so you can send
money.
Be at least 18 years old.
Live in the United States.

We have a guide that will tell you everything you need to know
about setting up Apple Pay. Once it’s all set up, you’ll be able to
send money to friends right within Messages on your iPhone,
iPad, or Apple Watch.

How to set up Apple Pay Cash
Before you can send or receive money, you’ll need to set up the
Apple Pay Cash card. It’s essentially a special prepaid card with
some financial services provided top Apple by Green Dot Bank.
First, you may need to head into the Settings menu and make
sure Apple Pay Cash is enabled. Go to Settings > Wallet & Apple

Setting up Apple Pay Cash is a breeze. Just hop into Wallet and
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tap on the card to get started.
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2. Scroll down past the message and tap on
the Apple Pay button.

This process will set oﬀ automatically if someone sends you
money before you get a chance to set it up.

3. Turn the digital grown to adjust the dollar
amount. If you need to be more exact, tap
the dollar amount to show the decimal
places, then tap the value after the decimal
and rotate the digital crown to adjust.

How to send money with Apple Pay Cash on iPhone
or iPad
Sending money with Apple Pay
Cash is incredibly simple. It’s just
an iMessage app.

4. Tap Pay. You’ll be prompted to doubleclick the side button to confirm.

1. Launch Messages and then
start a new message, or open an
existing one.

How to ask for money
You can ask your friend to send you money,
too. When they get the request, they can tap
it, and the payment amount will be filled out automatically (they
can adjust it if they want).

2. Tap the Apps button and then
the Apple Pay button.
3. Press the + or - buttons to
adjust the amount, or tap Show
Keypad to enter an exact
amount.

Just open Messages, go to a conversation, and tap the Apple
Pay iMessage app like you would when sending money. Enter
the amount, and instead of tapping Pay tap the Request button.
There’s no Request button on Apple Watch, but you can use Siri
with a phrase like, “Ask Jason for $15 for tacos.”

4. Tap Pay. If you want to add a
message here, you can.

How to cancel payment

5. Tap the send button. You’ll get
a summary screen that you’ll
need to approve with either
Touch ID or Face ID.

If you sent money to someone and they haven’t yet accepted it,
you can cancel payment.
1. Go to Messages and tap on the payment, or find the payment
in the Transaction History of your Apple Pay Cash card in the
Wallet app or Settings.

That’s all there is to it. The money
will be sent immediately, and will
be available on the recipient’s
Apple Pay Cash card.

2. Tap the transaction and look for the status field. Tap Cancel
Payment. If you don’t see that option, they’ve already accepted
the payment.

Using Apple Pay Cash with your Apple Watch

It may take up to a day for the payment to show up back on your
account.

This is just as easy as it is on your iPhone.
1. Open Messages on your Apple Watch and either start a new
message or open an existing one.

After the first transaction, most users will have Apple Pay Cash
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Taking money oﬀ your Apple Pay Cash card is just a little more
complicated. You’ll need to add a bank account.

set to automatically accept payments (that’s the default), so you
probably won’t have much opportunity to cancel. You could
always try asking them to pay you back...

1. In the Apple Pay Cash card info (in Settings or the Wallet app),
go to the Info tab.

Using Siri
You can use Siri to both send and request money. Try saying
“Send Jane $14 for tacos” or “Apple Pay Greg $12 for tacos.” Or
to request money, maybe, “Ask Glenda for $18 for tacos.”

2. Tap Transfer to Bank.
3. The first time you do this, you’ll have to tap Add Bank Account
and enter your bank’s routing number and your account number.

Maybe you should cut back on the tacos.

4. Enter an amount, tap Transfer, then confirm with Touch ID or
Face ID.

About that Apple Pay Cash card...
When you receive money, it goes onto your Apple Pay Cash
card. That money is then used by default whenever you send
anyone else money with Apple Pay Cash. If you don’t have
enough in there, you can pay the balance with a debit or credit
card.
You can also use money on your Apple Pay Cash card to pay for
things using Apple Pay. Apps and in-app purchases, retail,
online...it’s just another source of money to use within Apple Pay.
Just tap on your payment card whenever an Apple Pay summary
pops up on screen for you to confirm, or if you're buying
something at retail, switch to the Apple Pay Cash card before
tapping to the terminal.
The maximum balance you can have on the card is $20,000. You
can only send or receive up to $3,000 per message, and $10,000
within a 7-day period.

How to add money to your Apple Pay Cash card or
transfer it to your bank account

If you want to transfer money from your Apple Pay Cash virtual
card to your bank, you'll need to enter an account number.

You can add money to your Apple Pay Cash card, although you
will automatically add any missing balance from a debit or credit
card when paying someone. Just open the Apple Pay Cash card
in the Wallet app or the Wallet & Apple Pay settings menu. Then
tap on the Info tab. Then tap Add Money. Enter the amount you’d
like to add, tap Add, and confirm.

A bank transfer can take from 1 to 3 business days (excluding
holidays). You have to transfer at least $1 (though you can
transfer your whole balance if you have less), you can’t transfer
more than $3,000 at a time, and you can’t transfer more than
$20,000 in a 7-day period.
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Is Apple Pay Cash free?
If you use a debit card, Apple Pay Cash is free. But if you use a
credit card, there’s a 3% credit card transaction fee every time
you use your card to add to your Apple Pay Cash balance.

Andrew Orr posted the following article to macobserver.com on
August 7, 2018. tinyurl.com/9597fae © The Mac Observer, Inc.
Andrew is a freelance writer and amateur photographer from
Michigan.

Apple Pay Cash Best P2P Payment
Service, Says Consumer Reports
By Andrew Orr

The Zelle mobile service was rated, not the version that you
might use from your bank’s website or app. However, Zelle did
rate high when it came to customer support. And when Zelle was
contacted for this report, it announced changes were coming to
improve the app.

Consumer Reports says that Apple Pay Cash is the best P2P
payment service. In a comparison of five diﬀerent platforms,
Apple Pay Cash won.

P2P Payment Service
The comparison pitted Apple Pay Cash against Zelle, Square
Cash, Venmo, and Facebook payments. The criteria were
security, privacy, customer support, and access. Zelle, a service
used by around 150 U.S. banks and credit unions, received the
lowest score because of data security and privacy.

According to eMarketer, a market research company, an
estimated 79 million Americans will use a P2P payment service
this year. This is an increase from 24% last year.
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Gene Munster posted the following article to loupventures.com
on August 9 2018. tinyurl.com/y9vkw4zp. © Loup Ventures, LLC.
He is a Managing Partner at Loup Ventures and former Research
Analyst at Piper Jeﬀrey.

Apple Pay Increasingly Central To iPhone
By Gene Munster

SEPTEMBER 2018

•

We estimate that Apple Pay now has over 252 million users,
which equates to 31% of the active iPhone base (source:
Loup Ventures).

•

Adoption of Apple Pay continues to accelerate
exponentially overseas compared to the U.S., with 85% of
users being international vs. 15% in the US (source: Loup
Ventures).

Quarterly transactions are increasing exponentially

There’s hope for the digital wallet. Despite 5 plus years of
announcements from Google, Samsung, PayPal, Venmo, Square,
Stripe, and Apple advancing the digital wallet theme, we believe
less than 20% of global smartphone users actually use their
phone as a wallet. Eventually, we believe that number will rise to
above 80%.

Over the last three June quarters, Apple has reported y/y growth
of 500%, 400%, and 300%, respectively, bringing the total
transaction number “well over 1 billion” (Source: Apple). With the
continued expansion into new markets and new partnerships
with banks, we expect transaction growth of 200% over the next
12 months.

Apple has several advantages to brand the iPhone as the
premium digital wallet given its ability to integrate payments into
both mobile and desktop operating systems, use its brand to win
accepting retailers and supporting banks, and reassure users
that transactions are secure and private. Separately, Apple Pay is
the only digital wallet with all five payment pillars: mobile,
desktop, in-app, peer to peer, and point of sale.
Apple Pay is still too small to move the overall Services business
(only 1-2% of Services revenue, growing at 40%). Today, Apple
often markets the iPhone around the camera and its filters
(portrait, studio, stage), notably with the “Shot on iPhone”
campaign. In the future, we expect the digital wallet to be a
marketable iPhone feature. Adoption of Apple Pay is growing,
and we believe 31% of iPhone users have used Apple Pay in the
past year, compared to 25% a year ago.
On Apple’s latest earnings call they shared data points that allow
us to back into updated user metrics.
•

Over 1 billion cumulative transactions in Jun-18, a 3x
increase in transactions y/y (source: Apple).

•

Apple Pay now has over 4,900 bank partners (source:
Apple).

Banks adoption of Apple Pay steps up
Apple announced on their most recent earnings call that they
now have over 4,900 banks partnered with Apple Pay. This is the
first time that Apple has given a specific number of banks that
support Apple Pay. We historically have counted the number of
supporting banks listed on Apple’s Apple Pay page, which while
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the absolute number we found (3,149) does not match the 4900
reported number, it better illustrates the bank adoption trend. For
comparative reasons, we are sticking with our previous method
of counting banks. We found that since the Dec-16 quarter the
total number of banks which have adopted Apple Pay has
increased by 1,701. To put that into context, over that same
period growth in U.S. & Canada banks increased by 926 (55%),
bank adoption in Asia grew by 337 (141%), and adoption in
Europe grew by 185 banks (370%).

International market continues Apple Pay
dominance
With the addition of new countries, it makes sense that
international has been the key driver to the Apple Pay story.
There are currently 24 countries where Apple Pay is accepted,
soon be 25 with the addition of Germany later this year. We now
estimate total Apple Pay user base at about 253 million
(International at 215m, US at 38m). This means the percentage of
Apple Pay users in the U.S. has decreased to 15% and
international
has
increased
to
85%.

Apple Pay user base up ~24% q/q
In the last year 9 countries have been added to Apple Pay’s
addressable market, which has extended its possible reach by
about 400 million people, and now totals 2.7 billion. As a point of
reference, the jump that occurred between the Dec-15 and
Mar-16 quarters is when China (1.38 billion people) was added.
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on July
12 2018. tinyurl.com/ybgjk9gg. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He is
the publisher of TidBITS. He has written numerous books and
many magazine articles.
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core Intel Core i7 (for an additional $300). The new chips also
feature faster Turbo Boost rates and 128 MB of performanceenhancing eDRAM (embedded DRAM), twice as much as before.
Similarly, for the 15-inch MacBook Pro, Apple has swapped out
quad-core Intel Core i7 processors in favor of base 6-core
models running at 2.2 GHz and 2.6 GHz with 9 MB of shared L3
cache. The top-of-the-line 15-inch model now sports a 2.9 GHz
Intel Core i9 processor with 12 MB of shared L3 cache. That i9
processor doesn’t come cheap—it’s a $400 premium over the
2.2 GHz i7.

Apple Updates Macbook Pros With
Faster CPUs, Higher Ram Ceiling, True
Tone Display, And T2 Chip
By Adam Engst

Someone will undoubtedly put these new MacBook Pros through
benchmarks soon, but Apple is claiming performance boosts of
up to 70 percent for the 15-inch models and up to 100 percent
for the 13-inch models.

Just in time for the education ordering season, Apple has
updated the Touch Bar-equipped MacBook Pro line with a variety
of under-the-hood enhancements—8th-generation Intel
processors, higher RAM ceilings, and larger SSDs—that make
the laptops more powerful, all while retaining current prices. Also
new and welcome are True Tone displays, a tweaked butterfly
keyboard, and an Apple T2 chip.

RAM
A common complaint with the MacBook Pro line concerned its
16 GB RAM ceiling. That maximum remains in place for the 13inch MacBook Pro, which defaults to 8 GB and can be
configured with 16 GB for an extra $200. The new 15-inch
models, on the other hand, still ship with 16 GB, but now go up
to 32 GB for $400 more.
In addition, while the current 13-inch models and previous 15inch models rely on 2133 MHz DDR3 RAM, the new 15-inch
models use 2400 MHz DDR4 RAM. DDR4 RAM is reportedly
faster and uses less power (interestingly, DDR4 memory has
been on the market since early 2015, so it has taken quite some
time to appear in the Mac world).

The 13-inch MacBook Pro that has only two Thunderbolt 3 ports
and function keys in place of the Touch Bar remains unchanged,
as do the MacBook and MacBook Air lines.

Storage
If you cringed slightly at the $400 price increases for the faster
CPU and more RAM, hold on to your socks when you look at
storage options. The 13-inch MacBook Pro previously topped
out with a 1 TB SSD option, but you can now increase the 256
GB default storage to 2 TB ($1400) or stick to 512 GB ($200) or 1
TB ($600).

CPUs
In both the 13- and 15-inch MacBook Pro models, Apple is
adding CPU cores. Previously, the 13-inch MacBook Pro oﬀered
three diﬀerent speeds of Intel Core i5 and i7 chips, all of which
were dual-core. Now the 13-inch model starts with a 2.3 GHz
quad-core Intel Core i5 and oﬀers one jump to a 2.7 GHz quad41
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For the 15-inch model, the maximum is now 4 TB, for which
you’ll pay a whopping $3400. Other options include 512 GB
($200), 1 TB ($600), and 2 TB ($1400).
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an embedded control system that manages system features like
the Touch Bar, Apple Pay, and more. Ars Technica described it in
a review of the iMac Pro. For the MacBook Pro, it facilitates a
secure boot feature, encrypts files on the fly, and perhaps most
notably, enables Hey Siri so you can talk to your Mac without
pressing a key.

Graphics
The 13-inch MacBook Pro continues to rely on integrated
graphics but moves from Intel Iris Plus Graphics 650 to the 655.

Other Specs

The 15-inch models, which can switch back and forth between
power-saving integrated graphics and faster discrete graphics,
also get minor upgrades. The lower-end configuration of the 15inch MacBook Pro moves from Intel HD Graphics 630 to the Intel
UHD Graphics 630, and from the Radeon Pro 555 with 2 GB of
GDDR5 memory to the Radeon Pro 555X with 4 GB of GDDR5
memory.

Despite the fact that Apple’s battery life estimates of up to 10
hours usage remain the same, the new 13-inch model sports a
58.0-watt-hour battery, up from a 49.2-watt-hour battery in the
previous model. Similarly, the 15-inch model now relies on an
83.6-watt-hour battery, up from a 76.0-watt-hour battery in the
previous model, but also retains the same battery life estimates.
That presumably means that the added performance comes at
the cost of higher power usage.

For more graphics performance, you can opt for a Radeon Pro
560X with 4 GB of GDDR5 memory—it’s only a $100 price bump.

Also new in all the updated models is support for Bluetooth 5.0 in
addition to Bluetooth 4.2. That may eventually be more useful
than you might think, since Bluetooth 5.0 oﬀers twice the data
rate, four times the range, and packets that are eight times larger.
The faster data rate and larger packet size should improve
throughput and overall performance—we’re hoping to see
Bluetooth 5.0 for faster syncing in the next Apple Watch models.
But the most important change may be the range. Bluetooth 4.2
is limited to about 50m, but Bluetooth 5.0 should work up to
200m. That’s an unobstructed range, so it will be much less
indoors, but it should mean that Bluetooth 5.0 devices will work
throughout a house rather than in just one room. The range is
achieved by scaling down the data rate.

Keyboard, True Tone, and Apple T2
One of the first questions in TidBITS Talk was about the
controversial butterfly keyboard, which Apple introduced in 2016
and has revised once already to address frequent failures. Most
recently, Apple launched a service program to repair stuck or
dead keys for free (see “Apple Announces Service Program for
Butterfly-Switch Keyboards,” 25 June 2018). It seems that Apple
has again tweaked the butterfly keyboard to make it quieter,
although it’s unclear whether that will address the complaints of
those who dislike its feel.
True Tone is less controversial. First introduced with the iPad Pro
and added to 2017’s iPhone models, True Tone adjusts the white
balance of the screen based on ambient light with the goal of
making it more comfortable to view the screen in diﬀerent lighting
conditions. For designers looking to match colors precisely, it
might be a problem, but in general, we haven’t heard complaints.

Most of the other specs in the MacBook Pro models remain the
same: four Thunderbolt 3 ports, 802.11ac Wi-Fi, 720p FaceTime
camera, stereo speakers, three microphones, and a 3.5mm
headphone jack.

Price and Availability

Finally, the Apple T2 chip is quite interesting. The successor to
the previous models’ T1 chip, it debuted in the iMac Pro and is

The entry-level 13-inch MacBook Pro starts at $1799 and the 15inch model at $2399. Apple oﬀers two versions of the 15-inch
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MacBook Pro, but the only real diﬀerence is that one has a 2.2
GHz i7 processor that can be upgraded only to a 2.9 GHz i9,
whereas the other has a 2.6 GHz i7 that you can swap out for the
same 2.9 GHz i9.

I won’t keep you in suspense—the feature is Activity and its three
colorful rings.

Backstory (for Context)
Before I explain how Activity works and why I think it’s so great,
allow me to provide some context. I have struggled with weight
since time immemorial. Since college I’ve fluctuated between
185 and 270 pounds — closer to 270 than 185 more often than
not.

If you’re a college student buying a Mac, you can get one of
these new MacBook Pros (or an iPad Pro) with a free pair of
Beats headphones in Apple’s 2018 Back to School promotion.
With both the 13- and 15-inch models, you can choose between
silver and space gray, and they’re available now on Apple’s
online store and in Apple retail stores and independent Appleauthorized resellers.

In January of this year, I weighed 230 pounds and finally decided
it was time to do something about it once and for all.
I know several Apple Watch users who are noticeably more fit
since they started using the Watch’s and it’s Activity features, so
my New Year’s resolution was to obey the Activity rings every
day until I reach my target weight of 185 pounds.

As almost always seems to be the case, all these updates are
welcome, and if you’ve been thinking about buying a MacBook
Pro, now’s a good time. If you purchased one of the previous
models in the last two weeks, you can return it and get one of the
new models for the same price. If you’re just outside the twoweek window, you might be able to plead your case with an
Apple Store employee in person, but no guarantees.

It Works!
I’m not there quite yet, but after seven months of slavish
obedience to my rings, I’ve logged over 1.6 million steps over the
course of nearly 800 miles. And, as a result, I’ve lost nearly 30
pounds since January (I weighed 198 this morning).

The Rings Lord Over Me

Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on
August 8, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7yerzw8. © The Mac Observer. Bob
is the author of more than 80 books, a computer columnist, and
Mac expert. He writes a weekly column for The Mac Observer
and is one of my favorite authors and speakers.

The concept of the Activity rings is simple. The three rings are
Movement (red), Exercise (yellow-green), and Standing (blue). In
the morning, the rings are mere dots at the 12 o’clock position.
As you move, exercise, and stand, the rings grow into circles.
When a ring completes its circle and touches itself at 12 o’clock
on your watch face, you’ve closed the ring by meeting or
exceeding that goal.

Not An Apple Watch Series 3 Review:
The Thrilling Conclusion

I use the Activity watch face (center in the image below), so I’m
mindful of my rings all day and night.

By Bob LeVitus
Dr, Mac’s Rants & Raves
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- Episode #290

Between the rings and the encouragement, I’ve remained
motivated for seven months so far.

Last week I promised to tell you about the one feature that
makes the Apple Watch indispensable to me.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on December
23, 2014. tinyurl.com/pj4nasp.. © OSX Daily.

What To Do If You Can Not Remember
An Apple ID Or Password

That’s motivating by itself, but the Apple Watch encourages me
every day. In the morning, I receive a progress update
encouraging me with messages like“Perfect Week! Close all three
rings for the next three days, and you ‘ll earn a Perfect Week
award. You’ve got this.”
When I don’t fill my rings as quickly, as usual, my watch alerts me
that one or more rings are usually farther along by this time of
day, gently encouraging me to find some time to get up and be
active. Finally, when I sit at my desk for longer than 50 minutes
straight without standing, the watch gently chides me to stand
up for a minute or two.

Forgetting the login and password to an Apple ID is not the best
feeling in the world, particularly given how integral an Apple login
is to the broader iOS and OS X experience. So, if you or
someone else happens to forget an Apple ID or the password to
an Apple account, what should you do? First, don’t freak out,
we’re human and this stuﬀ happens. Apple provides multiple
ways to recover a forgotten ID login or password, and you can
start the recovery process either directly on an iPhone, iPad, or
iPod touch, Mac, Windows PC, or just about anything with a web
browser.

I started the year with my Movement goal at 400 calories a day,
then upped it to 450, and am about to increase it again to 500 (or
maybe 600). The Exercise and Standing goals are preset to 30
minutes (minimum) per day for Exercise, and one-minute of
standing for every hour you spend sitting.

The diﬀerent processes described below will work to recover a
forgotten Apple ID (meaning the email address used to login),
and/or reset a forgotten Apple ID password. This can be
particularly helpful if you’re setting up a new device for yourself
or someone else, switching a device to a credit card-free ID, or
changing the Apple ID associated with a device, and you can’t
remember the pertinent login information, or if your email
changed at some point and you didn’t update your Apple details
to go along with it.

The Bottom Line
And that, gentle reader, is why the Apple Watch has become
absolutely indispensable to me, and why I’ll probably never wear
an analog watch again.
Apple Watch Series 3 from $329; Series 1 from $249.

Before anything else, know that you can always contact Apple
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support directly here if you want assistance through oﬃcial
channels to regain account access, which may be the best
option for users who are overwhelmed or confused.

which is incredibly helpful if you switched email accounts at
some point in time and that’s what has caused the login problem.
This can be done with any web browser in iOS, OS X, or
Windows:

Recover or Reset Forgotten Apple ID or Password
on iPhone & iPad
This is all done on an iOS device and is often the simplest way to
log back into an Apple account:

•

1.

Open the Settings app and scroll down and tap on
“iCloud”

2.

Tap on the email address at the very top of the
iCloud settings screen

3.

Tap on the blue text underneath the password entry
that says “Forgot Apple ID or Password?” where
you’ll have two choices:

4.

If you know your Apple ID and don’t remember the
password, type in your email address and click
“Next” to start the reset process

5.

If you don’t know your Apple ID, tap on “Forgot
your Apple ID?” and fill out your full name and email
address to recover the Apple ID login (yes, you can
then do the password reset after you have the
Apple ID)

At this point you should be good to go, you can reset the
password for the account and then login as usual.

•

What if this doesn’t work, or what if it doesn’t find your
Apple ID? You can try one of the next two options:

1.

Open the web browser of choice and go to this
Apple iForgot website (creative name, eh?)

2.

Enter the first and last name associated with the
Apple ID, your current email address, and any and
all prior email addresses to start the reset process

3.

Answer the security questions associated with the
user to complete the reset process

This will help to find the Apple ID, but if you can’t recall the
password to that ID then you’d need to go to the next step as
well.

Reset an Apple ID Password from the Web
You can also start the password reset process from the oﬃcial
Apple ID website, this also can be done any device as long as
you have a web browser:

Answer the security questions pertaining to that Apple ID,
and follow the onscreen directions to complete the process

•
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1.

Go to this Apple ID site and under “Manage your
Apple ID” choose the “Reset your password” option

2.

Enter the email address associated with the
account and answer the security questions as usual
to complete the password reset process

Finally, if you’re completely stuck, you’re annoyed, confused, or
none of the above has worked, you can contact Apple directly
about your account and in many situations they can help you to
regain access again.

Find a Forgotten Apple ID by Email or Old Email
Address
This is a more advanced trick to search multiple email addresses,
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on July 19,
2018. tinyurl.com/y97xklqw. © OSX Daily.
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or iPad when trying to join a wi-fi network.

Wait! 4 Common Reasons Why You Will See the
“Incorrect Password” Error

iPhone Or iPad Says “Incorrect
Password” Fails To Join Wi-Fi? Here’s
The Fix

Before proceeding any further, be sure you cover the following
bases:
•

Make sure you know the correct password of the wi-fi
network

•

Make sure you are joining the correct wi-fi network,
sometimes they have similar names as nearby wi-fi access
points

•

Make sure you are entering the wi-fi password correctly,
they are case sensitive and the wi-fi password must be an
exact match

•

Make sure you do not have CAPS LOCK or an alternative
language keyboard enabled when entering the password

You might think those recommendations are goofy, but many
people incorrectly type a wi-fi password, or have the CAPS
LOCK enabled when entering one, or perhaps they hear a word
or phrase incorrectly and are typing the wi-fi password wrong.
For example, if a wi-fi password is “Burrito123” then it must be
entered exactly as that with the proper capitalization, otherwise
you will see the ‘incorrect password’ error. It’s also not
uncommon for people to be trying to join the wrong wi-fi
network, so entering a correct wi-fi password but on the wrong
access point is not going to work.

Some iPhone or iPad users may occasionally encounter a
strange issue where they are attempting to join a familiar wi-fi
network, but iOS throws up an “Incorrect password” error
message, and the iPhone or iPad refuses to join the wireless
network. Often users will see the “Incorrect password” wi-fi error
despite they being certain the wi-fi password is correct. Given
how dependent these devices are to an internet connection, it’s
understandably annoying when an iOS device doesn’t join a wi-fi
network or gives you a repeated “incorrect password” message.

Assuming you have the proper wi-fi password and the proper
network, and you are still seeing the incorrect password
message, proceed to trouble shoot the issue in iOS.

Fix “Incorrect Password” Wi-Fi Errors on iPhone &
iPad
We’ll cover a variety of troubleshooting tips and tricks to resolve
the “Incorrect Password” error message when attempting to join

This walkthrough will aim to troubleshoot and fix the annoying
“Incorrect password for network” error messages on an iPhone
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a wireless network in iOS.

preferences and settings from the device. The downside to this
approach is that you will lose any remembered wi-fi passwords,
custom settings and configurations, and other remembered
network data.

1: Reboot the iPhone or iPad
Sometimes simply restarting the iPhone or iPad can resolve
strange network connection issues, including an inability to
connect to a wi-fi network.
Restarting an iPhone or iPad is easy, you basically just turn the
iPhone or iPad oﬀ, then back on again.
1.

Hold down the Power button on the device until you see
the ‘Slide to Power Oﬀ’ screen

2.

Slide to power oﬀ the iPhone or iPad

3.

When the screen has turned completely black, hold down
the Power button again until you see the  Apple logo
show up on screen, signifying that it is booting back up
again

Forgetting a wi-fi network and then rejoining that wi-fi network
can often remedy incorrect password issues:

2.

Tap the (i) info button next to the network name of the wi-fi
router you want to join

3.

Tap on “Forget This Network”

4.

Confirm that you want to forget the network by tapping
“Forget”

5.

Open the “Settings” app on the iOS device and go to
“General” and then to “Reset”

2.

Tap on “Reset Network Settings” – it is critical you choose
“Reset Network Settings” only as the other options may
erase your entire device!

3.

Confirm that you want to Reset Network Settings

4.

When finished, re-join the wi-fi network with the correct
password

After you reset network settings, you may need to reconfigure
various iOS networking components again. For example if you
use custom DNS on the iPhone or iPad, manual DHCP
configuration, use a VPN, a proxy, or if you had many networks
remembered along with their passwords, all of that data would
need to be entered manually again after a device network reset.

2: Forget the Wi-Fi Network, then Re-Join

Open the “Settings” app and go to ‘Wi-Fi’

1.

Resetting network settings can often fix many annoying
connectivity issues in iOS, often including the “incorrect
password for network” error, an ambiguous “unable to join
network” error, amongst others.

When the iPhone or iPad has started up again, go ahead and try
to rejoin the wi-fi network again.

1.
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4: Restart the Wi-Fi Router or Modem
Unplugging a wi-fi router or modem, waiting about 15 seconds,
then plugging the router back in again, will restart the router or
modem.
Restarting a router or modem is not always possible however,
particularly in many workforce or public environments. So while
this approach may be fine in a home or small oﬃce, it’s not
practical at an airport, oﬃce, or public space.

Wait a moment or two, then re-join the same wi-fi network
again and enter the correct password

3: Reset iOS Network Settings on the iPhone or iPad

5: Have Someone Else Share the Wi-Fi Password

Resetting the iOS Network Settings clears all wi-fi and network
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With You
A great new feature available on iPhone or iPad running newer
versions of iOS is the ability for anyone to share a wi-fi password
with another iPhone or iPad that is nearby.

AI And Humans
Navigating Blockchain

If you or someone else is in a situation where an iPhone or iPad
user is repeatedly getting the “Incorrect password” error
message when trying to join a network, and you and the other
device is on a new iOS release (iOS 11 or later) then you can use
the Share Wi-Fi Password feature in iOS to share the
password with that person and allow them to join the network
without having to type the password manually themselves. This
is particularly eﬀective if someone is prone to typos or CAPS
LOCK, using an alternative keyboard, and other similar situations
where some user error can be involved in the failure.

By Kathy Garges
Blockchain is not artificial intelligence, except in
the very broad sense that a large network, like the Internet, might
sometimes operate like a human or super-human intelligence.
Current blockchain systems do not use artificial intelligence, but
there are some very recent discussions about the theory of
combining blockchain and AI, so it’s a good time for this column
to look into blockchain and attempt to demystify it.

A d d i t i o n a l “ I n c o r re c t P a s s w o rd f o r N e t w o r k ” W i - F i
Troubleshooting Options
•

Join another wi-fi network to confirm that wi-fi is indeed
working on the iPhone or iPad

•

If the iPhone or iPad will not join any wi-fi network, there
may be a hardware issue – this is rare and fairly unlikely,
but it’s vaguely possible (particularly if the device
sustained substantial water contact or some other
damage). In such a case, contact Apple Support or an
authorized Apple technician or repair center to diagnose
for hardware problems

•

Blockchain is a new form of distributed computing, like the
Internet. Blockchain is focused on storing data, while the Internet
is focused on transferring and disseminating information.
Distributed computing uses networks of individual computers to
create a single computing system. It has advantages and
disadvantages compared with centralized computing.
Blockchain has some similarities with AI. It can seem very
complex and mysterious. Its operation can be opaque, like AI
deep learning. It was invented to create and manage virtual
money, crytocurrency, and so far that has been its primary use.
As a result, it has a bad reputation, mostly highly-deserved,
including a history of theft, scams, cons, money-laundering,
extortion, espionage, and the volatility and collapse of blockchain
systems and virtual currency value.

Rarely, backing up, resetting, and then restoring an iOS
device from backup may resolve the problem – this should
be considered a last resort

The simplest visualization of blockchain is a chain or network of
clear blocks that contain data, say bank accounts. Think of
actual physical blocks that clearly show the content, connected
in chains or networks. Most of the data is visible to everyone on
the system, including each account balance and its individual
transactions. But some data is anonymous or hidden, often the

Remember, if the wi-fi network is hidden you will need to
manually enter the wi-fi SSID to join a hidden wi-fi network in iOS
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identity of the owner of the account.
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contaminated. With the exponential increase in data, we need
some way to manage and use it.

One reason that blockchain is diﬃcult for most of us humans to
grasp is that it is the opposite of our usual data storage and
accounting methods. Usually, anyone can find your name and
bank account number, or the label of a paper or computer folder
or file, with a little eﬀort, but it is diﬃcult to get access to the
information stored in the account.

Proponents of blockchain sometimes argue that blockchain will
usher in a new world of equality, including equal access to
powerful information, and also allow us greater ability to protect
our privacy. One of the greatest mysteries of blockchain is how it
creates this irrational and starry-eyed idealism in people who will
otherwise readily agree that any technology can be used for
good or bad ends. It’s especially strange considering how often
blockchain has been used for bad ends in its very short history.

Blockchain is also diﬃcult to grasp because usual depictions of it
appear static; all that data is enclosed in a block that is very
secure and can never be altered. There is no sense of flow or
transfer of information in this perspective. In actuality, blockchain
has all the flow and dynamics of any storage system, but it is just
less visible. Data seeks to enter the system, it is verified, it can
be viewed, and new transactions can be entered. The new
transactions can add to or subtract from the total balance. The
process and storage require administration, which costs energy
and money, just like any storage system.

One of the myths of blockchain is that it is inexpensive. The most
common implementations, for virtual currency, in fact use huge
amounts of electricity to power “mining,” a system for
administering the system by crowdsourced verification of
transactions. Mining involves extensive computing processes
and a lottery in which administrative crowd workers are
compensated in the virtual currency itself. Verification, other
administrative functions and continued storage of the data can
be done in more traditional ways, without mining, but it is unclear
whether they will be significantly less expensive than nonblockchain systems.

So why use blockchain? Here’s where the real conceptual
diﬃculty comes in. Blockchain is touted as being more eﬃcient
(in part because so much data is readily accessible), less
expensive and more secure than our usual data storage systems.
The security advantage is based on a recent mathematical proof,
the Fischer Lynch Paterson Theorem. Like most recent higher
math proofs, this one is outside the reach of understanding of
most of us humans. Like most higher math proofs, it has been
studied enough by other mathematicians that it is likely to be
true. It basically states that when data is entered in or removed
from a distributed system by consensus (agreement of a group of
participants), the stored information is accurate, verified, and
very, very, very unlikely to be false or susceptible to hacking.

Another myth is that blockchain is invulnerable, or less
vulnerable, than other computer systems to basic errors and
malfunctions. Blockchain is not a mathematical theory. It is just
software that is based on mathematical theory. Software is just
an algorithm, a step-by-step process for doing something.
Software requires hardware. Just like any software, algorithm or
computer system, blockchain can have bugs, unexpected
“features,” and system malfunctions. There are many news
reports of such incidents, often involving substantial losses.

Blockchain includes some great ideas. One is tokenization, using
a code or symbol (a token) to represent data you want to hide,
such as your identity as the owner of a bank account or the
subject of a medical record. Another is providing ready access to
large amounts of verified data, such as when and where a car
part was manufactured or the history of food later found to be

The security of blockchain is also a myth. Many researchers
believe that blockchain security will be completely vulnerable to
quantum computing, which is in development stages. When the
two will intersect to the disadvantage of blockchain is
unpredictable.
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Hacking is also possible. Whether a blockchain system is
breached by a bug or by hacking (and whether it is breached
more or less frequently than a non-blockchain system) will be
pretty much irrelevant to you when it is your personal bank
account or medical history and suddenly every single entry and
transaction from day one is now visible to everyone and publicly
associated with you. Or perhaps the data itself has been altered
and is no longer accurate. Or perhaps the data has been lost and
is unrecoverable. To the extent your bank or medical insurer
adopts blockchain, and many are investigating it, you will not
have a choice about whether your data is stored by blockchain.
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opportunities in blockchain seem to be not in mining and trading
crytocurrency or in potential commercial uses, but in the areas of
forensic expertise and law enforcement.

Sources and additional information:

Shoucheng Zhang: "Quantum Computing, AI and Blockchain:
The Future of IT," Talks at Google, published June 6, 2018,
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MozDSajpLTY
Fischer Lynch Paterson Theorem: Fischer, Michael J., Lynch,
Nancy A., and Paterson, Michael S., “Impossibility of Distributed
Consensus with One Faulty Process,” Journal of the Association
for Computing Machinery, Vol. 32, No. 2, pp. 374-382, April
1985, groups.csail.mit.edu/tds/papers/Lynch/jacm85.pdf
Mike Orcutt, “Blockchains Use Massive Amounts of Energy—But
There’s a Plan to Fix That,” MIT Technology Review, November
16, 2017, www.technologyreview.com/s/609480/bitcoin-usesmassive-amounts-of-energybut-theres-a-plan-to-fix-it/

Blockchain security is also vulnerable to the usual methods for
breaking “unbreakable” codes and unencrypting encrypted
information, by using information outside the system itself. These
methods require a lot of eﬀort, but they are available. Stealing a
key to enter the system or acquiring one by deception is one
option. Piecing together available information that is public or
able to be obtained is labor intensive, but it works.

Tim Cotten, “Bitcoin Money Laundering and Mueller’s 12: A
Blockchain Analysis of the July 13th Mueller Indictment,”
Medium, July 19, 2018, blog.cotten.io/bitcoin-money-launderingand-muellers-12-e2fa91097e12
Josiah Wilmoth, “Breaking: EOS Blockchain Grinds to Halt as
Software Bug Freezes Transactions,” CCN.com, June 16, 2018,
www.ccn.com/eos-blockchain-grinds-to-halt-as-software-bugfreezes-transactions/

A prime example of using this method is the recent U.S.
indictment of a Russian military agency and individuals for
allegedly conducting “large-scale cyber operations to interfere
with the 2016 U.S. presidential election.” The alleged
perpetrators financed the operation in part by mining
cryptocurrency. To hide their identity and activity, they allegedly
“used a network of computers located across the world…and
paid for this infrastructure using cryptocurrency.” (See the link in
the sources at the end of this column for a fascinating analysis of
the investigation based on what can be learned from the
indictment.)

Emerging Technology from the arXiv, “Quantum Computers Pose
Imminent Threat to Bitcoin Security,” MIT Technology Review,
November 8, 2017, www.technologyreview.com/s/609408/
quantum-computers-pose-imminent-threat-to-bitcoin-security/
Kim S. Nash, “Farm to Cradle: Nestlé Experiments with Tracking
Gerber Baby Food on the Blockchain,” The Wall Street Journal,
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Lucas Laursen, “The World Bank Just Issued a Bond That Relies
On Blockchain Technology From Start to Finish,” Fortune, August
24, 2018, fortune.com/2018/08/24/world-bank-blockchain-bond/

Despite the negatives, blockchain, or data storage systems that
use other forms of distributed computing, could prove useful,
whether on their own or combined with AI in as-yet unforeseen
ways. Food company Nestle is exploring blockchain as a method
for improving food safety and recall eﬃciency. A few days ago,
the World Bank issued a bond using blockchain. For the time
being, however, the most likely employment and profit
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